
CREATIVITY AND CRITICAL THINKING ACTIVITIES

Real critical thinking exercises seek truth. It takes . Here's another creativity exercise that comes directly from our
Critical Thinking Teacher's.

Students are in groups of students in each. Vocabulary word goes in the center of a 2x2 grid for each group
and one large one for the whole class. When finished, the class will have the BEST student made definition in
their upper right corner. In practice, however, the two are not so easy to separate. Like many things human,
however, creativity and critical thinking are not easily or consistently defined. Each definition is written with
different colored markers in the right corner of class Frayer, while corrections are made in a polite, productive
manner. Students write down their goals for the year. Each group has a different colored marker. Generally
speaking, creativity is associated with generating ideas, while critical thinking is associated with judging them.
Students write examples and nonexamples in the bottom boxes of their group and class Frayer Models. We
hope that some of these activities will help you in brainstorming ideas to use in your classrooms. Please
contact us if there are any questions or needs. The fact that our defining qualities so often defy definition, that
our distinctive traits are so frustratingly indistinct, is just another gloriously untidy part of us that robots will
never understand. Students write down all of their grades. At the same time, critical analysis of historical
problems often employs invention and is or should be rewarded for its creativity. Creative projects can
generate engagement and enthusiasm in students, prompting them to learn things they might otherwise resist.
The various lists of 21st-century skills grant creativity and critical thinking such prominence in part because
they are human abilities robots and AI are unlikely to usurp anytime soon. Journal Data Goals Students
become their own progress monitors. What does this symbiotic relationship look like in the classroom? At the
same time, critical thinking gets short shrift when reduced to making a judgment, since, at its best, critical
thinking is also a way of making a contribution. The picture of the near future that emerges from these
compilations of skills is one in which people must compete against their own inventions by exploiting the
most human of their human qualities: empathy, a willingness to work together, adaptability, innovation. For
example, a student analyzing the US mission to the moon in terms of the theme of the frontier in American
mythology is engaged in an intellectual activity that is at least as creative as it is evaluative. The other students
in the room collaborate to find the best clues for the vocabulary word. After they are prompted by the teacher
to switch, they check the other groups response with: a check if they agree or a correction if they disagree and
WHY They then create their own question stem, problem or activity for the upcoming group. Student Self
Monitoring Interactive Journal Simply copying notes from the board is a low level thinking skill, so please
promote higher level thinking by providing appropriate graphic organizers, question stems or reflective
prompts, which help students recognize their strengths and strengthen their weaknesses through effective
critical thinking. These exercises succeed only when imagination is disciplined by critical thinking;
conjectures must be plausible, connections must be logical, and the use of evidence must be reasonable. It is
fundamentally creative in the sense that its aim is to produce something new: an insight, an argument, a new
synthesis of ideas or information, a new level of understanding. Successful academic writing â€”
argumentative, expository â€” requires not just critical analysis but also creative invention. Definitions of
creativity tend toward the broad and vague. Yet, that lesson was made possible only by virtue of the creative
impulse the project inspired in students. As parents and teachers know well, creativity without critical
judgment tends toward the fanciful, the impractical, the ridiculous. Place butcher paper around the room with
different question stems, problems or activities. Frayer Model Vocabulary This can be done many different
ways. For more, see:. Pin Creativity and critical thinking sit atop most lists of skills crucial for success in the
21st century. I will give you a very collaborative one that I like. Projects like this one demonstrate that
creativity and critical thinking are reciprocal. History classes lend themselves readily to creative exercises like
imagining the experiences of people in the past, or envisioning what the present might look like if this or that
historical event had played out differently. As the 21st century unfolds, creativity and critical thinking appear
as uniquely human attributes essential for staving off our own obsolescence. They go to each poster for
minutes doing the activity required. Storycraft is accomplished by writers who discipline their own creative
work by thinking critically about it. The goal is not to compare to one another, but to show growth within
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oneself. Monitor with graphs and charts to view progress.


